Replacing Rubber Components on your Burco® Redi Rack™

A Burco® Finger Lock™ Removal
To remove and replace Finger locks™, grab the longest portion of the Finger lock and pull upward forcefully. Finger locks are set in channels in the top caps. Tip: Spray Window Glo™ onto the top cap for easier removal.

B Burco® Top Cap Removal
To remove and replace top cap, complete step A prior to continuing.
Push mast tubes down for more clearance. Lift up on the top caps alternating sides repeatedly until top caps slide off the metal masts. Tip: Spray Window Glo™ under the top caps for easy removal.

C Burco® Mast tubing Removal
To remove and replace mast tubes, complete steps A & B prior to continuing.
Pull rubber mast tubes away from the metal masts and spray Window Glo™ between rubber tubing and metal masts. Twist the rubber mast tubes to work Window Glo down the metal masts. Once lubricated, pull the rubber mast tubes off of the metal masts.

D Burco® Bottom Rubber Removal
To remove and replace bottom rubber strips, complete steps A, B, and C prior to continuing.
Spray Window Glo™ directly to metal masts. Lift the bottom rubber strips evenly off the masts. All rubber components must be removed from the masts to remove or replace bottom rubber strip.

INSTALL
To install new rubber components, start with step D and work backwards to step A. Liberally spray Window Glo™ directly to Redi Rack™ to reduce friction when installing. Always wear gloves and eye protection. Install in a well ventilated area.